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Dear Reader 
 
We would like to thank Chris Mabon and Mark Harding for responding to 
our pleas for more content.  It is gratefully received.  We would also like 
to thank the regulars—hello Hugh—and others who were persuaded to to 
send us something. 
 
The next issue is number 150—a landmark.  It would be really nice for 
people to make the extra effort and send us something.  Please people 
think about it. 
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Florian Jannich’s prize winning trains at Portsmouth. 
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Those who were at Ports-
mouth would have seen 
the t-shirt.  A limited edi-
tion of just 45.  We have 5 
left, 4 extra large and one 
large.  The t-shirt is 
£18.00 and we have to 
add £2 postage.  If you 
are interested drop us an 
email and we can send 
you an Paypal invoice. 
 
See you in the new year 
somewhere 
 
Gill and Jon 



Reproduced with permission from the Peter 
Lynn Newsletter August 2016. 
 
Warning: bits of the following may be re-
garded as offensive by some people.  
 
Travelling and kites are a good fit. 
 
Very many countries have kite festivals and 
most countries have a tourist industry - to 
generate jobs and bring in money.  
 
Putting the two together, kite events are often 
organised or at least supported by a country’s 
tourism ministry; as a spectacle that will gen-
erate international publicity and provide invit-
ed kite fliers with a special experience that 
they can enthuse about when they get back 
home.  
 
What’s called a win-win- in theory.  
 
In practice, a some pernicious side effects 
have developed. 
 
The first of these, widely bemoaned by the in-
ternational kite community, is that tourism 
authorities have become focussed on the num-
ber of countries attending as a metric for the 
success of their events.  Bigger and better is 
not so much judged by the spectacle, or by 
how many locals come to enjoy the show, or 
directly by how much overseas exposure the 
event generates, but by how many countries 
send “delegates”, and every year there have 
to be more. 
  
One effect of this is that most kite fliers in 
larger countries (China, USA, Germany, UK, 
France, etc.) will not be able to score an invi-
tation, because it only takes one person to 
carry their country’s flag at the opening and 
closing ceremonies. 
 
Another effect is that a few lucky individuals 
from very small countries will likely get full 
invitations - even if their only previous in-
volvement with kite flying is having seen a 
kite flying at some time - or a picture of one. 
 
And a weird effect is that new kite fliers who 
make enquiries of event organisers will often 
be asked if they have some country other than 
their country of residence that they may plau-
sibly represent.  Or even implausibly when 
someone is needed to fill in for a country that 
has cancelled out at the last minute (after 
they’ve already been counted and touted in 
the new grand total). 
 

There are now regulars at international kite 
events who specialise in being from countries 
other than their own.   
 
But the worst effect of “counting countries” is 
that the quality of kite flying at the interna-
tional events which measure themselves this 
way, seems to me to be declining.  I believe 
this is because, if an important criteria for get-
ting invited is not how much kite flying you do 
but whether you can bring a new flag to line 
up with all the others, then those attending 
will not generally be the best available kite fli-
ers. 
 
A consequence of this is that keen kite fliers 
are becoming disillusioned because hard work 
and doing a good show do not necessarily lead 
to invitations. 
 
Another is that we are seeing the rise of “kite 
tourists” - and this is where things get a bit 
pejorative, so if you are one of these people 
(which I’m sure you’re not), and a bit thin 
skinned, best to stop reading now. 
 
I’ve been canvassing views as to the differ-
ence between a kite flier and a kite tourist:  
 
Kite tourists go straight to their assigned 
tents, make themselves at home and are usu-
ally to be found there (except when meals are 
served elsewhere).  On the other hand, kite 
fliers sometimes never find out where their 
tent is as they spend all their time out on the 
field, and they don’t go to meals until all their 
kites are up and flying well  
 
Kite tourists have a huge range of excuses for 
not flying: Too hot, too cold, too tired, not 
enough wind, too much wind, no space in the 
sky, no spare anchors, even that it’s rain-
ing!  Kite fliers regard all the above as reasons 
for redoubling their efforts.   
 
Kite tourists pack up ready to depart hours 
before the end, they will have ascertained how 
to get back to the hotel (and the pool) early, 
and frequently do so.  Kite fliers don’t start 
pulling down until the actual announced clos-
ing time- and not even then if there are still 
significant numbers of spectators wanting to 
see kites flying. 
 
Kite tourists sit in the bus after they’ve fin-
ished flying (early), and get angry waiting for 
the kite fliers to get there.  When the kite fli-
ers eventually arrive, they apologise for hold-
ing everyone up, insincerely.  
 
Kite tourists engage in voluminous corre-
spondence with event organisers; send in daz-

Kite Tourists—Peter Lynn 
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zling kite photos and CVs, express great love 
for the host country and engage in long nego-
tiations to maximise the support they re-
ceive.   Kite fliers correspond minimally, tend 
to accept or decline invites on the basis of the 
first offer made and can be quite difficult to 
get photos and supporting material out of - on 
account of being too busy flying kites to get 
good photos.  
 
And I’ll add my contribution;  
 
Kite tourists sit in their tent or go back to the 
hotel when flying conditions are difficult, but if 
there is a brief window of good useable wind, 
they’ll demand that those who have endured 
and persisted though the worst, clear the sky 
so they can now fly their own kites without 
having to compete for space or spectator at-
tention.  Their rationale is that this is “only 
fair”. 
 
Of course, the kite tourist condition is a spec-
trum disorder:  
 
At the bad end are blatant hospitality abusers 
who somehow wangle an invitation but make 
no pretence of flying - and at worst go off 
shopping or sightseeing (really true).  
 
In the middle are fliers who have lost their 
passion and are trading on reputation and 
connections. As they see it, they’ve ‘paid their 
dues’ and are now collecting payment.  
 
And at the ‘mainly harmless’ end are the great 
bulk of festival attenders who just need a re-
minder that kite events aren’t a free lunch and 
that it’s their job is to fill the sky with kites. 
 
Am I not being a bit unfair here?  
 
Another way to look at all this is as a willing 
buyer (the kite event organiser) and willing 
seller (the kite tourist) relationship, which I 
should keep my opinions out of.    
 
Quite right too, event organisers are and 
should be the arbiters of who gets invited and 
what is required from them.  
 
Except that almost all the organisers of state 
supported kite events that I know are private-
ly distressed by what they see as the failure 
by many of their invitees to fulfil their side of 
the bargain.  Not wishing to make enemies or 
to be less than perfect hosts prevents their 
saying so publicly.    
 
Nor do event organisers like being judged by 
how many countries attend, knowing full well 
that this will result in less than the best kite 

flying, but very often their tourism authority 
sponsors base their support on this measure.    
 
I’ll see all you kite fliers at the next event 
then!  
 
As a follow up in the September issue. 
 
I've had unprecedented response to last 
month's Newsletter, which was a moan about 
"kite tourists": Kite fliers who get themselves 
invited to overseas events and then sit on 
their bums and don't fly kites.   
 
Responding active kite fliers haven't held back 
in their disgust at the 'kite tourists', but gen-
erally also blame organisers, saying that it's 
for events to set performance standards and 
enforce these by not re-inviting those who rip-
off the system.  
 
Responding organisers blame the kite fliers 
directly, saying things like "what do we have 
to do for these people to get them to fly 
kites?"  
 
One organiser wrote that he'd given up run-
ning one event because there was just no 
credible excuse he could make to sponsors for 
why most kite fliers had left before the prime 
time slot on the final afternoon.  
 
There was an example of this at Pasir Gudang 
earlier this year when perhaps only 10 or 15 
out of 300 kite fliers were still active after 3pm 
on the last (and most important) afternoon. 
Where were all the others? In the pool back at 
the Selesa Hotel maybe?   
 
I haven't received even one response in de-
fence of kite tourists.  
 
There is a growing sense of despair about this 
situation from organisers and active kite fli-
ers.   
 
But it's not a new problem; I can recall shout-
ing angrily at all the lazy kite fliers during the 
Dieppe event in the mid '90s, when I was able 
to kite buggy from one end of the main field to 
the other without having to avoid a single line 
- at 3pm on the final (and therefore most pub-
lic) day.   
 
Unless and until invited kite fliers stop skiving 
off and take their responsibilities to actually fly 
kites more seriously, there will be less kite 
events than there could be and those there 
are will be less successful than they should be.  
 
I don't believe I have ever been guilty of the 
kite tourism offence, and intend never to be.  

Kite Tourists—Peter Lynn 
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May I comment on your (unfortunately neces-
sary) editorial comment in this issue. While I 
will certainly not claim to be as prolific a con-
tributor to The Kiteflier as either Hugh or Alan, I 
have over the last couple of years made a num-
ber of contributions, the content of which I had 
intended to carry a dual purpose. 
 
Firstly, and most obviously, the content was 
intended to be a contribution to our, and I em-
phasise OUR, magazine. Secondly, and maybe 
more importantly, I had hoped that such con-
tent would act as a catalyst or a prompt to en-
courage others to make contributions of a simi-
lar nature -  just something quite simple and 
quite personal. 
 
I wrote about how I was introduced to kiting 
and kite flying; I wrote about some memorable 
moments and some memorable people I have 
met over the years; and I wrote about my most 
memorable times of kite flying. At the end the 
last article, entitled ‘A Perfect Day’, I finished 
with these words:    
 
‘If this article does nothing more than to 
encourage others to share their own special 
flying experiences by way of a submission 
to The Kiteflier then I will consider it to 
have been a success. I am certain there are 
many worthy stories out there ....’  
 
Unfortunately it would appear that I was not 
successful on the second purpose. 

 
Unless I am somewhat naive, which may of 
course be the case, surely most KSGB members 
who read The Kiteflier do actually own a kite 
(and more likely is that they own many!). In 
such case how did the kite flying bug start for 
them? Presumably in having such kites they 
have, or do, fly them in which case they must 
surely have some special and noteworthy times 
of flying them? Along the way there must have 
been other memorable moments, either at kite 
festivals or maybe just flying alone somewhere? 
There must be memories of other kite flyers - 
maybe seeing a kite-making ‘celebrity’ for the 
first time or maybe receiving, as a novice, some 
unsolicited but nevertheless totally sincere guid-
ance from one such as the late Ron Moody who 
seemed to gain more pleasure from helping 
someone than actually flying for himself (such a 
lovely, genuine man who gave me his kite on 
following my first ‘lesson’ from him).  
 
By their very nature, these suggested topics are 
quite simple. It is not necessary to have the 
depth of technical or historical content of those 
typically submitted by George W. or Paul C. (as 
worthy and as interesting as they are) or to 
have the depth of reporting in those submitted 
by Hugh B. and Allan P. (again, as worthy and 
as interesting as they are). 
 
No particular literary ability is required to sup-
port the KSGB and The Kiteflier. If I can write 
such articles then I am sure so can others, in-
cluding YOU. 

In support of the Editorial  July 2016—Chris Mabon 
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1. Spectra Sport  Reactor Pro. 
 
Full size 2.70 metre Span. bright colours & a 
strong pulling kite.  Air brakes; Tail standoff.  
£60 
 
2. 311 Sport.  
 
Beautifully made with a fully battened sail, 
Bright colours.  A really strong wind needed. 
Flown only a few times and in almost new con-
dition.  Air brakes; Wah pads. £65 
   
3. Zenith 
Matheson trick kite. New condition Air brakes; 
Tail standoff. £40 
 
4. Checkmate 
Special twin sail for really high winds. Flown a 
few times.  £50 
 
5. Elixir (Prism) 
Excellent quality. As new condition. Air brakes; 
Tail standoff. £75 
 

6. Obsession ( HQ) 
Medium size trick kite. As new. Air brakes; Wah 
pads. £50 
 
7. Hi Profile (Benson) 
One of Tim’s early designs. Well made in Bright 
colours. 2.70 metre span Flown twice.  Air 
brakes; Tail standoff. £65 
 
8. Baby Tana 
New kite, never flown  £25 
 
9. North shore Radical 
Kona Light wind version of Radical £65 
 
10. Ozone (Prism).  
Very light winds  £40 
 
Kites can be collected or can p&p at cost. 
   
Contact      John  tel. 01270 661924 
   Email. moore.j20@sky.com. 
     
      

Kite Collection Sale 



Anna-Maria Galea reviews the recent The 
Windrose Project, a Valletta 2018 initiative to safe-

guard our cultural heritage by recovering memories 
from all four corners of the Maltese archipelago.  
 
In this digital age, news, especially of the global vari-
ety, has become something of a cheap commodity. 
This is mostly due to its easy availability and the fact 
that almost everyone with a keyboard feels the need 
to give a not-always appreciated opinion. 

In an almost ironic twist, despite the readiness with 
which one can find globally relevant (and irrelevant) 
information, home-grown material – and, indeed, 
local stories which were once the domain of village 
elders – have started to fade more and more into the 
fringes of oblivion. 

It was in an effort to safeguard our cultural heritage 
that The Wind-Rose Project, a Valletta 2018 initia-
tive, was created by The Rubberbodies Collective to 
recover “memories from all four corners of the Mal-
tese archipelago... The works touch on a time-old 
connection to the elements and natural rhythms”. 

The Wind-Rose Project, which has been three years 
in the making, was not just limited to one location of 
importance. And, instead, four geographically im-
portant sites were carefully selected in both Malta 
and Gozo: Għarb, Gozo’s westernmost village (the 
name itself meaning ‘West’ in Arabic), Marsaxlokk, 
intimately associated with fishing and located in the 
South-Eastern part of Malta, Sliema, Malta’s foremost 
urban coastal centre and Mġarr, an isolated hamlet 
minutes away from the coast. 
 
After identifying these areas and initiating conversa-
tions with the local communities, a representative 
was chosen from each area and by working closely 
with the artists, they were able to contribute to the 
design and shaping processes of each of the four 
wind vanes which were later showcased at Saint 
James Cavalier. The wind vane laid down at Exiles 
Beach, Sliema, was the first out of the four to be un-
veiled to the public.  
 
There is no mistaking the Sliema wind vane’s connec-
tion to the sea, as the symbol used to represent this 
once breathtaking coastal town, which has now be-
come a playground for concrete block high rise build-
ings, is the sea bream, or kaħlija. Although it has 
been described as being a once-quiet fishing village, 

Sliema’s relationship with the elements has greatly 
dwindled, thanks to urbanisation. This made the un-
veiling of the wind vane at Exiles Beach even more of 
a poignant event than one would have expected. 

Using “the saddle bream’s reputation as a challeng-
ing, yet rewarding, recreational catch,” The Rubber-
bodies Collective found fertile ground for the wind 
vane’s introduction to its final resting place, and even 
took the opportunity to prepare the surroundings for 
its new guest. 

Not only was there a performance piece where girls 
in gaily-covered outfits wove in and out of the audi-
ence, but a few hours before the vane’s unveiling 
took place, an underwater clean-up of the bay by 
Dive Systems and Calypso Sub-Aqua Club saw volun-
teer divers provided with free tanks of air in order for 
them to be able to clean up any underwater debris 
 
In keeping with the all-important educational aspect 
of The Wind-Rose Project, in 2015, The Rubberbodies 
Collective had organised a children’s workshop dedi-
cated to making kites and, in keeping with the linear-
ity of the project, children from the first Sliema Scout 
Group and Sliema Salesian Brigade were present with 
kites of their own creation to usher in the new struc-
ture. 

Asked for his comments about The Wind-Rose Pro-
ject, Sliema councillor Pierre Portelli provided some 
very valuable insight: “Projects such as this one are 
invaluable to the Maltese cultural consciousness as 
they provide a deeper and richer understanding of 
Malta as a whole and raise awareness about nature 
and the importance of remembering our roots. 

Stories the Wind Tells—Anna-Maria Galea, Malteses Times 
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A traditional kite created from scratch during the kite-
making workshop flies above Exiles Beach, Sliema, during 
Winds Bring Gifts Ashore, part of the Windrose Project pro-
duced by The Rubberbodies Collective and part of the Val-
letta 2018 Cultural Programme. Photos: Tumer Gencturk  

Kite-making workshop participants flying their kite 
during Winds Bring Gifts Ashore at Exiles Beach, 
Sliema.  



Whilst in Dieppe we were chatting to Paul 
Chapman about the kites he had bought to 
the festival.  He writes: 

Just before Dieppe I made out my list of es-
sential kites to bring. They included a few old 
kites so here is that part of the list: 

Three Scottish hunting kites 1860s 
Bussey Hawk hunting kite 1880s 
Darts Hawk hunting kites x2 1890s 
Santos Dumont paper hot air airship 1903 
Cody foot from a manlifter 1905 
Bell tetrahedral cell 1909 
Finbat Storm 1911 
Roi des Airs 1912 
Aigloplan 1 1912 
Gomes Cerf-Aeroplane 1913 
Roach's Aero Photo kite 1914? 
Aigloplan 0 1923ish 
Roloplan 100/2 1928ish 
Brookite 1930s 
Atalantas in their wooden case 1930s 
Brookite Navy wireless kite 1934 
Grund panel 1934 
Soviet "Gibson Girl" 1940s 
Garber FW190 Target Kite skin 1943 
Steiff Adler 1950s ... only because it is 
packed with the Roloplan 

Plus some poster displays and books. 

I travelled with the long suffering Tony Baker 
(Antoine Boulangier) and when I got to To-
ny's place to transfer the kites I had to leave 
the Roach's and the Garber behind because 
he had been so inconsiderate as to have a 
very small car (needless to say Tony proba-
bly sacrificed taking his kites for me). 

And needless to say when I arrived in Dieppe 
there was no space to display this lot! My 
friend Thierry Nenot...ubiquitous kite histori-
an and President of the Club de Cerf-Volists 
de Dieppe, came round to our house (I was 
bunking with Antoine, Jacques LeBrun 
(Browning as was)) where I had filled my 
sleeping cellar as a temporary exhibition. He 
told me that the stuff was too important for 
the masses and that we should do something 
at the museum or the Eglisse de Saint 
Jacques (where he was showing the kites of 
Robert Devatour) at some other date. 

Not being terribly impressed by this, I 
hawked a few kites around; notably the Roi 
des Airs and the Russian Gibson Girl on a day 
of gentle winds. Have you ever been able to 
fly a Gibson Girl, Russian or otherwise, on a 
semi-calm day? I was stumping over to Ab-
dul the famous Indian Patang Wala when I 

came across President Thierry close to the 
American Kitefliers Association Marquee.  

So the Roi came out of the bag and Thierry 
told me about it. Made by Turchet, the doyen 
of early French kitemakers and winner of nu-
merous prizes. It has the correct stamps of 

Roi des Airs (plus others)—Paul Chapman 
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Turchet and the Aigloplan. But it has the 
stars of the USA rather than the French cock-
ade. Made for the Americans when they 
joined the Great War in 1917.  

Ooh la la....tears welled up in the eyes of the 
AKA contingent. Marla Miller nearly ran off 
with it! So it had to fly. First of all with Thier-
ry...remember the winds were light. Then 
Cliff Quinn had a go and it seemed as if his 
eyes were brimming with tears as he flew an 
original 100 year old kite made for his brave 
forebears who had come to France to fight 
for Queen and Country (not quite right, that 
bit, but you know what I mean).  

I took a few snaps so here they are...well, I 
had to give it a go too, to celebrate it's 

homecoming. And just for completeness 
there are some original advertisements from 
the French kite magazines; Le Cerf Volant 
1911 and a Revue du Cerf-Volant 1912 from 
my kite archive of the Kite and Model Aircraft 
Association. 

Never flew the Russian and the only little ex-
hibition was showing the collection of a doz-
en or so Masaaki Sato Semi and Abu-dako at 
the dinner with the Capellis, Christine Ar-
mengaud and Philip Cottenceau's brother at 
Thierry's lovely châteaux on top of the crum-
bling cliffs overlooking the sea and the sea-
front. I think Christine will fix me up with an 
exhibition...hopefully like the one in Tel 
Aviv.  

Roi des Airs (plus others)—Paul Chapman 
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As well as their normal blog Flying Fish also 
maintain a Peter Powell blog 
(peterpowellkitescollection.blogspot.co.uk).   
 
“A blog detailing our collection of Peter Powell 
kites, and chronicling our flying of these kites. 
Plus a bit of PP kite history thrown in. Our col-
lection to date can be seen here. I am keen to 
expand the collection, so if you have an old Pe-
ter Powell kite, whether made in the UK or the 
US, gathering dust and looking for a new 
home, why not get in touch? Depending on the 
kite (does it bring something new or different 
to my collection?), its condition (is it flyable? 
how much TLC does it need?), and the price 
you ask (+ shipping if from outside the UK), we 
may well be able to do a deal”. 
 
One of the recent posting is below. 
 
Junior Triple-stack 
 
Some time ago, I posted on our new Skyraker, 
which we managed to get from the US. Well, 
this kite didn't cross the pond on its own; there 
was something more in the package. 
 
But let me first give you a bit of background. In 
the UK, Peter Powell Stunters all came in the 
same size: with a 4' wing span. In the US, this 
was also the case originally, but then the US 
arm of Peter Powell Kites started producing 
larger and smaller versions. The larger 6' ver-
sion was called 'The Monster' and we have one 
in our collection. The smaller 3' (82cm) version 
was called 'Junior', and that's the kite that ac-
companied the Skyraker in its voyage to the 
UK. Or, to be more precise, three kites linked 
together: a Junior Triple-stack. 

The stack came without original tails, and I 
thought we'd just try to fly it like that. Big mis-
take ... Highly unstable, extremely twitchy and 
almost impossible to fly. We didn't bring any 
official Peter Powell tails with us, but we did 

have several Premier transition tails in the 
team bag. To see whether that made a differ-
ence, we first attached a single 50' tail to the 
lead kite of the stack. That definitely made a 
difference, and when we then attached two fur-
ther 25' tails to the other two kites, we had a 
stack that was actually flyable!  

 
The Premier tails weren't made for these kites, 
but they do match well, and the two different 
tail lengths create a nice unusual visual effect.  

 
Even though the tails most certainly tamed the 
kites, they remain more difficult to fly than 4' 
Stunters, whether old or modern. I seem to re-
member Paul or Mark saying something along 
the line that Peter didn't like them. I may have 
found out why, but nevertheless, they're a wel-
come addition to our Peter Powell Kites collec-

Peter Powell Kite Collection—Lex Kraaijeveld (Flying Fish) 
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Portsmouth 2016 
 
The concept of an International Kite Festival was 
a bit difficult to comprehend as relative newcom-
ers to the world of kite flying. There were four 
being publicised in the Kiteflier back in the early 
90s, Washington, Bristol, Weymouth and a new 
event at Portsmouth, all a heck of a long way 
away and all seemingly for internationally ac-
claimed and recognised flyers.   
 
Having read the reports (not written by me in 
those days) and seen some of the guest lists, 
was it possible to actually visit some of these to 
see what they were all about? Well, Portsmouth 
was the closest, if you can call 215 miles close, 
so the logistics worked, unlike the other three, 
especially with the bank holiday Monday to ena-
ble us to get home. Suffice to say the second 
Portsmouth, and our first was a revelation that 
has been instrumental in changing our lives and 
taken us in an entirely new direction. Little did 
we know, or could have anticipated, as we 
watched people and kites that had until that time 
only been images or names in the magazines, 
that one day we would be inside the arena, 
alongside many of those that thrilled us on our 
first visit. 
 
In the subsequent 23 years the festival has be-
come more and more successful and with the 
change in date has become even more popular, 
especially with the public who fill the common on 
both days. The 25th anniversary was no different 
in this respect, with bigger crowds that I have 
ever seen enjoying the sun, food and flying, with 
Saturday being the most perfect weather it could 
be. The lines and ranks of inflatables, benefiting 
from an inspired anchor placement, filled the 
western half of the field with a riot of colour. Fly-
ers come and go, but the constants and driving 
force behind 25 Portsmouth Festivals have been 
Gill and Jon and yet again they managed to 
gather an eclectic mix of new and old faces. 
They also had the stage to contend with, an un-
expected addition that necessitated a return to 
the arena layout of last year. From our point of 
view it really works, with ‘banner alley’ greeting 
the public as they walk in from the car park 
against the backdrop of the large kite arena. It 
also removes the old excuse trotted out by some 
that ‘there’s nowhere to fly’. Even at seven in 
the morning on Saturday there were a number of 
large kites in the sky, a prelude to a great day. 
 
So, where to start? Well with George Webster on 
hand it had to be an altitude sprint with an im-
pressive line up of serious sprinters and make 
weights with Chinese deltas just to annoy him. 
Only forty-five second allowed in the fresh 
breeze so it was a bit frantic, but way above 
everyone else was Alan Pinnock who is making 
something of a name for himself in these events. 
The theme of the festival was ‘retro’, which Lex 
and Irma embraced with enthusiasm for the first 

of their pairs routines, starting with a pair of Cerf 
Volant Azure or Spyrojet Tandems. These twin 
sail kites date back to the early 90s, so quiet and 
precise and favoured kite of one of my all time 
top teams, Crazy Diamonds.  
 
The retro theme carried on into the art kites with 
a beautiful and original Randy Tom ‘Patrick Nagel 
Seven Sisters’ being flown by Jackie Penney. A 
Stretch Tucker parafoil with red lion image flew 
alongside Natalie Reynolds’ gorgeous Steve 
Brockett ‘chameleon’, now flying perfectly after 
attention from Steve. Paul had a delightful, ethe-
real floater that I think was one of the Sauer sis-
ters’. From the modern era David and Mark El-
lison had a selection of black and white images 
that looked stunning in the bright sunlight. Tre-
vor Reeves from Australia filled a large propor-
tion of the small kite area with trains of appli-
quéd deltas, all with chiffon tails. Not seen for a 
long while was Lynn Blowers’ ‘Sisters’, a beauti-
ful art deco edo painted by Bazz Poulter before 
he left these shores, looking at its best against 
the clear blue sky. 

If Portsmouth was celebrating twenty-five years 
then the Decorators can claim bragging rights in 
being longer established, with two thirds of the 
original team, Romney and Felix, present along 
with five later arrivals including two ‘sons of’. 
The ‘Decs’ have their distinctive style of flying 
that is in stark contrast to that of ‘Now’Air’ from 
France. Unfortunately due to work commitments 
they were a duo until later in the day but even 
so gave us a clear demonstration of why they 
are European Champions. A favoured French 
move is to fly one Rev through the bridles of the 
other, to create a cross, or in this case continue 
through, a bit like the optical illusion of knees 
and hands apparently passing through each oth-
er. As Simon Dann, the ‘alternative commenta-
tor’ remarked, they were beat perfect in all their 
manoeuvres. They also had the most wonderful 
mode of transport, a large Yamaha motorcycle 
with a rigidly attached trailer, no good if your 
kites do not break down.  
 

25 Years on and better than ever—Hugh Blowers (photos by Lyn Blowers) 
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Some of the arena slots are less well supported 
than others, one does ponder on what those who 
sat in the camping area or car park all day did 
contribute? Myth and fantasy had the myths in 
Steve Brockett’s Merlin the magician from 1991 
and a Marco Cassadio mermaid. The fantasy 
was, we feel, more a personal one as Simon 
Hennessey had a Rolf Zimmerman starfish with 
kinky boots and suspenders, more his fantasy 
than a fantasy figure perhaps? The ‘blaze of 
dragons’ did not quite work as planned as the 
‘dragon master’ was present but without the 
usual pair of dragons. Katja and Marcus Flender 
did have their Zimmerman Dragon, which flew 
well, whilst the Brighton example suffered from a 
distinct lack of grunt from their lifter, the correct 
terminology where dragons are concerned. Llud, 
one of Steve Brockett’s Welsh triptych, had the 
first of its many outings of the weekend, behav-
ing itself unusually well.  The cellular kite section 
was also a bit thin with Bob Cruickshank and a 
Lecornu, Hugh with his Bobby Stansfield Naviga-
tor and a couple of Brassington cells, all ‘retro’ in 
their own right. 
 
A change of pace with the arrival of Paul Thody 
and a stack of Flexis, 25 of them to reflect the 
anniversary. He has to work very hard to keep 
them out of the power zone and stay on the 
field, let alone his feet. Then it was back to Revs. 
Now it may seem unlikely that any of the Beccles 
Bunch were actually pioneers with Revs, but we 
were first with the sticks on the ‘wrong side’ as 
Simon Dann pointed out to us most forcibly 20 
or so years ago at Blackheath, now it has been 
adopted to change the flying characteristics. 
Portsmouth festival has featured prominently in 
the development of Rev displays over the years. 
Who can forget ‘I Quad’ who redefined four-line 
routines, or the first grid fly, conceived by Felix 
and now in universal use at events, or indeed 
the ‘mega fly’ to celebrate the anniversary of the 
Rev? 
 
A new idea, which worked much better on Sun-
day than Saturday was to invite the public into 
the arena to meet the invited flyers and to have 
a fly with their kites a session that segued into a 

second helping of ‘art kites’.  Art on kites is al-
most impossible to define, but here were as 
many different interpretations as possible, appli-
qué on basic and more complex shapes, abstract 
painting from Michel Gressier and more formal 
images from Jeltse Baas, mainly Friesian cows 
but also a lovely dragon. There was fabric dyeing 
from Steve Brockett on the iconic but simple 
shape of ‘Where the Wind Blows’ and his winged 
female fantasy figure ‘No Two feathers’.  
 
It was a delight to have Bruno and Laurence Co-
candeau at the festival, as their kites are known 
the world over. A lot of the pieces are based on 
shaped bamboo frames such as his dancers and 
lobster, both small but full of impact. He also 
produces wonderful shapes with carbon and con-
ventional skins like the manta ray and scorpion 
and a whole range of abstract kites that defy de-
scription but fly extremely well. France does 
have a wealth of talent in the area of artistic 
kites, it is just a pity that there was not a mass 
fly of Bruno’s kites organised. 

One of the featured events of the weekend and 
as far from retro as you can get, assuming you 
read the small print, was an attempt to fly the 
most trilobites at one time. Now for those of us 
that have been about a bit this seemed straight-
forward although sufficient anchors might be a 
problem, but no it was not for PLK trilobites at 
all. Instead it was an idea from my co-scribe 
Alan Pothecary who extols the virtue of a Chi-
nese, and much newer take on the prehistoric 
fossil. Apart from the name, the two designs 
share little in common and one has to say the 
vivid colour combinations and sheer number in 
the sky did look effective, nineteen at the final 
count. Numbers was the name of the game for 
the next segment as well with the introduction of 
kite trains. Now there is a subtle difference be-
tween a train and a stack, which no doubt 
George W can expand upon, and here we had 
super example of both genres, including a huge 
train of Eddy kites that had belonged to the late 
Herman van den Broek who so sadly died on the 
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field at Portsmouth in 2009. 
 
There is no doubt in my mind that the late 80s 
and through the 90s was the golden age of kite 
design, making and artistry, which would be re-
flected in the first of the ‘retro kite’ sessions. 
Paul Chapman had discovered a couple of vin-
tage gems, a Gibson Girl, not in itself unusual, 
but this was Russian, folded neatly into a canvas 
roll complete with instructions in Cyrillic. The 
second was a winged box of French origins I be-
lieve. Another real oddity was a ‘Peacock’s Fan-
cy’ conceived by Alan Peacock and built by the 
late Len Patten, both so involved in the early 
days of organised kite flying in Britain. The 
names kept coming for George W to dredge from 
the recesses of his encyclopaedic knowledge, 
Jilly Pelham, Maurizio Angeletti, Doug Hagaman, 
Domina Jalbert (recently featured on TV), Ron 
and Sandy Gibian, Jose Sainz, Joel Scholtz, Mar-
tin Lester, Randy Tom and so it went on. It 
should have been the best supported of all, but 
again it was down to a few people digging gems 
out of the cupboard, surely the kite-flying world 
collectively could have done better? 
 
Much of the afternoon repeated the morning ses-
sions, but there was one element of Flying Fish’s 
display that really impressed me. Often Rev fly-
ers will flick the kite so that it flies back to hand. 
Lex and Irma do this with sports kites, flying 
them out to the edge of the wind window and 
then catching them there. These pair just keep 
getting better and better and they unveiled 
something quite amazing, but that can be fully 
explored in the ‘Sunday segment’. Gill Bloom in-
troduced herself to ‘dragon flying’ with Llud and 
realised that he can be a very naughty boy given 
half a chance becoming a very effective glider 
rather than a kite resulting in a nose first, 
wheels up landing. The day closed with the tradi-
tional flight of Spirits and Angels and an impres-
sive grid fly from twenty Revs. It would be hard 
to have had a better day’s flying, a feeling ex-
pressed by many of the guests. 
 
Twenty-four years ago the Saturday evening was 
organised in the Pyramids leisure centre with 
food and something we had not come across be-
fore, a kite auction. Approaching a hundred or so 
of these later they can still provide the same lev-
el of amusement, amazement and wonder that 
our very first one did. I bought a Dunford Flying 
Machine, I did have one of the originals at one 
stage but must have forgotten just how poorly it 
flew, or was it just nostalgia creeping in already? 
In later years Gill and Jon with Force Nine, 
Brighton and an incredible band of helpers or-
ganised a barbecue on site, sometimes balmy 
evenings, sometimes distinctly chilly. More re-
cently it has been food brought in, but the con-
stant has been the auction with two exceptions 
when they were specifically for charity rather 
than supporting the festival. Again George W 
and Paul Reynolds provided their own distinctive 

an inimitable styles of auctioneering although it 
was noticeable that some of the higher value lots 
did struggle, not uncommon in recent years ap-
parently. Our early visits to Portsmouth were al-
so notable for the free passes we got to the hos-
pitality area of the rock concerts. Drinks at 60p 
for whatever and unbelievable noise from the 
likes of the Saw Doctors and Captain Sensible 
(don’t you just love him to death). Far too many 
of the people we met there have become ‘empty 
spaces in the sky’ or vanished from kite making 
and flying. During the retro sessions over the 
weekend this was a constant topic of conversa-
tion. 

The light wind forecast for Sunday was a concern 
for all though as it had all the signs of it being a 
one-day festival. Certainly the few kites that 
were struggling into the air in the early morning 
confirmed that this might be the case. Still, eve-
rything in the bag was put together either for 
display or towing sessions and it looked suspi-
ciously if that might be the case as George called 
up the runners and riders for the altitude sprint, 
or dawdle to be more accurate. The time was 
doubled from Saturday but even this was not 
long enough for many competitors to get into the 
air. At the extreme left hand end however, Bob 
Cruickshank latched on to a draught coming be-
tween the flats and the stage, fairly rocketing 
into the air for a convincing victory. 
 
The lack of wind did not phase Flying Fish who 
lofted some ultra lightweight kites to complete 
their routine with a perfect double catch, still not 
quite sure how they do it? Art kites and low 
winds do not necessarily go together so again 
the arena was a bit sparse although Paul Reyn-
olds managed to get his Gibbian ‘art deco’ kite 
way up as was the little Randy Tom, Nagel image 
with its very long tails. It was definitely ghenki 
weather and a chance to see more of Dave El-
lison’s wonderful black and white images. George 
W likens them to the ‘dazzle’ camouflage used 
on early warships and Dave resolutely refuses 
my entreaties to add a spot of colour some-
where. Bruno and Laurence again had some fas-
cinating items, including a ‘vented’ manta that 
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he says improves its flying characteristics no 
end. One that did not make it into the arena was 
a lovely Gressier Circoflex, another design that 
seems to have gone out of fashion recently. Isn’t 
it odd how designs and designers can go from 
ultra popularity to obscurity, but it does make 
for wonderful moments of ‘rediscovery’.  
 
The next hour or so the wind mucked about and 
a local sage told us that there was no chance of 
any more from that direction and so it seemed. 
Something odd did happen though. From out of 
nowhere a rotor appeared against the breeze 
coming from the sea, through the public area 
and then the width of the large kite arena, pick-
ing up kites, bags and everything in its path and 
depositing it again a 100 feet or so downwind. 
Just as quickly as it arrived, so it departed leav-
ing something of a gigantic tangle to be sorted. 
With no wind now the more enthusiastic Rev fly-
ers did 360s, 270s and indoor flying techniques, 
including Josh Mitcheson doing all sorts of floaty 
things, but in terms of routines, no chance, so 
the programme was hastily re-jigged. This single 
act appeared to appease the weather gods as a 
very nice breeze sprang up from the east allow-
ing Carl and Brian Wright to work through their 
routines and add a bit of nostalgia with a pair of 
North Shore Radicals. There was even enough 
wind for the cellular kites and almost as if on cue 
as George was talking about the influence of 
Hargreaves, a gigantic German version was 
brought into the arena by Marcus and Katje and 
pulled up on a very long launch. 
 
The increase in wind strength meant a lot more 
could be put up in the large kite arena, although 
the bags were not ideally placed with the change 
in direction. Guy Reynolds has obviously been 
hard at work on the machine as Superman now 
has a brother, even if his cape is on fire. You 
would have thought with his super powers he 
might have noticed? Catwoman was unable to 
offer any assistance perhaps Iceman is required?  
The Long Valley group from Switzerland really 
enjoy their flying, having created a whole range 
of large inflatables, many quite different from 

what we usually see that include a genie and the 
‘happy animal’ series. Jeannine, Marcel, Manuel, 
and Adrian put on a wonderful display all week-
end and were even able to cope with the lack of 
wind by using a blower to inflate a ground-
anchored figure. Sponge Bob Square Pants was 
acting as a pilot for Volker Hoberg’s fantasy fly-
ing objects while Bernard Dingwerth had his usu-
al selection of animals and birds. It is the ever-
increasing number range and of inflatables that 
has changed the face of Portsmouth and other 
festivals the most over the past quarter century. 
Compressions bags, vans and trailers are now 
the norm, with huge monetary investments hav-
ing been made in purchasing and time in design-
ing and sewing so many amazing creations. Chi-
nese manufacturing has also made them availa-
ble to a far greater number of flyers. 
 
Back on track with the programme, almost, the 
Revs could do their stuff and Now’Air with their 
full compliment were awesome in the variation of 
speed and the accuracy in their routine. After a 
hesitant start on the Saturday, the ‘meet the fly-
ers’ was a resounding success as more and more 
of the guests brought kites in for the public to 
fly. Not sure how the member of the Beccles 
Bunch managed to attach himself to quite such a 
yummy mummy, perhaps it was the Cloud Bird 
he was flying, the only George Peters kite of the 
weekend, almost unbelievable? Straight in to 
more art kites and a sight not seen for a while, 
four Stretch Tucker Lions and Tigers flying to-
gether. More of Jeltse’s cows, a Capelli, Jose 
Sainz’s amazing Azteca with a huge tail that is 
more fresh air than fabric a distinct contrast to 
Bruno’s diminutive, jet-black dancer. Apologies 
for those I have missed but keeping station with 
El Leonie was keeping me occupied. 
 
Something else that has changed dramatically 
over the years, and not for the better is the de-
cline in the number of sports kite teams that are 
active. Back in the early 90s Britain could muster 
at least ten very good teams, some of course, 
world class, taking on the Americans who creat-
ed such a competitive and spectacular type of 
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flying. There was also the constant search for 
ever more innovative ways of flying to astound 
the public and perplex fellow fliers and it was Lex 
and Irma that brought this all back to us with a 
routine that had, as the modern idiom goes, a 
wonderful ‘back story’.  
 
Nearly thirty years ago, Ron Reich, almost the 
godfather of competitive kite flying, turned up a 
festival with a pair of kites but no partner. He 
was going to fly both at the same time, not a 
new concept as people had been flying two con-
trol line model aircraft at the same time in the 
States since the1940s. One character even flew 
three with the third controlled from lines on a 
helmet. The pair of Hawaiian Spinoffs had cus-
tom sails, one with a Superman logo and colour 
scheme and the other in white with a pink heart 
to represent Lois Lane. He flew these to the love 
theme from the Superman movie. End of story 
until the skins appeared for sale a couple of 
years ago and following a lot of negotiation they 
were passed on to Flying Fish who sparred them 
and added the capes. Lex and Irma have now 
added this truly ‘retro’ routine to their armoury 
and are to be congratulated for creating a won-
derful piece of kite flying nostalgia. 
 
The nostalgia and retro theme continued with 
some real ‘blasts’ from the past, well not quite 
blasts as it was the Blitz rok TC had that pre-
dates Portsmouth by a good few years, and he 
was going to use it in the rok fight later. One of 
the earliest of the ‘modern’ designs was a 
‘morning star’ that dates from the late 70s, be-
ing featured in a Dutch book of the period. Ten 
triangular sails all held in tension, a nightmare to 
put together. Another Angeletti ‘oatflake’ but this 
time the original that was the prototype for his 
much more famous snowflake design. Paul and 
Natalie had a pair of Joel Scholtz eyes that 
lacked a trifle in the stability department, but 
then Paul lofted a real piece of nostalgia, the sig-
nificance of which was lost to many, a pair of 
Martin Lester legs with one leg heavily band-
aged, a reminder of what had befallen Natalie 
many years ago.  
 
The ‘blaze of dragons’ was included along with 
the retro kites, and this time, Brighton hitched 
theirs onto the German line to have a train of 
Zimmerman dragons, while Llud held his own 
amongst the retro kites, being of 1991 vintage.  
Sports kites were in the mix as well with a Ha-
waiian, so slow and majestic and Fire Darts, fast 
and noisy. I once fancied a Fire Dart but Sarah 
at the kite store persuaded me that a Skynasaur 
74 would be much more suitable for a beginner. 
Probably right, but does nothing for the confi-
dence when setting up a Skynasaur amongst ex-
perienced kite fliers, oh how they laughed. 
 
Rok fighting used to be an integral part of festi-
vals for many years, but it all got a bit serious 
and nasty at times so faded away. Saturday’s 

contest only attracted a couple of competitors, 
but Sundays was much better supported as there 
was more prospect of retrieving cut kites down-
wind. Unlike Hackney rules events, this one did 
go on a bit and never reached a conclusion, 
George W eventually manufacturing a result, 

otherwise they might still have been there. 
So the festival drew to a close with more demon-
strations of consummate kite control from the 
assembled Rev flyers, a kite as old as the festival 
and with Jorg Moeller Hansen skins, printed skins 
and other custom versions, retro and art as well. 
Twenty three of the twenty five festivals gone by 
for us with a host of memories, mostly good, 
some less so. George W and I well remember 
the lady with the bag of vintage and original 
kites picked up in a Red Cross charity shop for 
next to nothing. Large concrete blocks being 
chased across the arena with an octopus intent 
on escaping. The dinosaur with all the Revs lined 
up down its spine. White Horse and the 
Hagaman parafoils sitting so solidly in the wind, 
and having to wait until evening to get them 
down when it dropped. The stomp rocket fight 
when it was too wet to fly, remember all those 
kite traders there used to be? The first Rev grid 
fly, I Quad, The Follies, Scratch Bunnies and 
many more. Reminders that kites can be danger-
ous after the Edo went into the crowd and the 
lady with the Flexi through her lip. Something 
that will not be missed, by me at least, was the 
flying over the road and buildings from the 
camping area, flirting with danger every time. 
 
Thanks to Gill and Jon and Portsmouth City 
Council for promoting and putting on the event, 
which after a lean few years a while ago is better 
and more popular than ever.  
 
The anniversary was also a chance to reflect on 
the incredible list of flyers, designers and artists 
that have appeared on Southsea Common over 
the last 25 years. 
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The theme of this 
year’s competi-
tion was "Les 
Arts Premiers".  
The term relates 
to aboriginal, in-
digenous, native, 
traditional and 
folk arts. 
 
This French term 
(literally translat-
ed as “first arts”) 
doesn’t have one 
simple transla-
tion in English. 
Various terms 
are used to cover 
the diversity of 
traditional non-
western art. 
 
Australians and 
New Zealanders 
would say abo-
riginal or indige-

nous arts, the North Americans may use indig-
enous or native American arts, whereas Indians 
might talk of adivasi, tribal or folk arts, tradi-
tional and folk arts elsewhere in Asia. 
 

There were over 50 entries to the competition 
ranging from small miniature kites, ripstop cre-
ations and kites made from natural materials.  
Poor weather meant that the competition was 
judged indoors—although many of the kites 
could be seen flying on Sunday.  
 
As usual there are two levels of competition—
the first is for those people who have not en-
tered the Dieppe kite competition before and 
the other for experienced kite competition en-
tries. 
 
 

Dieppe Competition Winners—Gill Bloom 
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Third—Christian Kolz 

Second— Kadek Armika 

First—George Peters 



Seen on Ebay 
As the description says: 
“Handwork Old Miao Silver Carve Child Flying A 
Kite Auspicious Tea Pot”. 
 
Coming from China this item is for sale as we 
write this.  The current bid is £17 with free 
postage. 

Vintage 50's or 60's Mayo Spruce Peanuts Char-
lie Brown T-Shirt Yellow 
 
Described as:  Vintage Peanuts shirt. Found at 
estate sale, been in storage in attic. Slightly 
musty. Buyer may wash if they wish. The shirt 
measures 12 inches flat from armpit to armpit. 
It is a toddler size shirt, but this one is more of 
a collectible. Tag is not legible I have darkened 
the photo of the tag so that you may be able to 
try and read it. First letter is an M so I thought 

maybe it is a Mayo Spruce?    
Buy it now price $189.00 plus postage. 

'Kite' Engraved Money Box / Piggy Bank 
 
Original design by David Donaghy.  An 8.5cm 
wooden money box made out of the finest qual-
ity MDF and engraved with a design from one of 
our talented designers.  The design is engraved 
into the side of the boxes (so won't rub off) and 
is on all four sides. The bottom is flat and the 
top has a slot for coins. 

The box is supplied unvarnished and untreated 
so you can decorate it, paint it, varnish it and 
customise it to your heart's content if you 
choose but they also look great just as they 
are. The material used is suitable for pyrogra-
phy. Due to the laser cutting and engraving 
process used, the box may have a delightful 
'smoked wood' aroma to it, but unfortunately 
this does fade after a while. 
 
They do several ‘Kite’ Designs—all priced at 
£6.99. 
 
Vintage Advertising Kite Cord Full! 

 
All of the 
reels of line 
are in the 
box still. 
 
Priced at a 
mere $99 
plus postage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bits & Pieces 
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Mighty Oak - Kite Runner - Pump Clip Front 
Badge Beer Real Ale 
 
This beer pump clip comes from a Maldon, Es-
sex Pub.  Not in perfect condition. 

A cheap item for £2.49.   
 
Zippo lighter Kite With Flame Polished Chrome  
Finish—1997 
 
Price to buy it now at £32.00 plus postage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kite Cookery by Squadron Leader Don Dunford 
MBE 
 
Condition:- The covers are in good condition 
with wear/scuffing to edges and corners, marks 
to surfaces, inner front has a price stamp.  Title 
page has the previous owner's stamp which is a 
picture of a kite and is the known kite book 
writer Margaret Greger. The remaining pages 
are in excellent clean condition.  
 
Priced up at just over $33 plus postage. 
 
 
 

Glowing kites to light up dyke 
 
The Afsluitdijk (literally "enclosing dyke") is a 
32-km (20-mi) long dyke and roadway that pro-
tects the Netherlands from flooding and con-
nects the Dutch villages of Den Oever and Zur-
ich. Having been completed in 1932, it is now in 
need of renovation and as part of the project, a 
series of art installations by Daan Roosegaarde 
will be put in place. The first will bring a high-
flying glow over the length of the structure and 
provide an "electrifying" bonus feature as well.  

 
Entitled "Windvogel," 
it will see illuminated 
energy-generating 
kites flown from the 
dyke. The Afsluitdijk 
is one of the darkest 
place in the Nether-
lands — in fact, driv-
ing along it at night 
plunges users in 
pitch blackness with 
water on both sides. 
Roosegarde tells Giz-
mag that, although 
he sees a beauty in 
this as it is, he hopes 
that the temporary 
installation of the 
kites will add another 

type of beauty for a short time.  
 
Studio Roosegarde worked with Delft University 
and the University of Aachen to develop the 
kites for the project, which are made of light-
weight plastic and have steel cables. Unlike 
conventional leisure kites, they are designed to 
stay in the air for several weeks and can be 
flown at altitudes of 150-300 m, although at the 
Afsluitdijk it is more likely to be 150 mdue to 
military exercises that are run nearby. 

As the kites move in the air, a traction force is 
created in the cables that is then converted into 
electricity. It is possible to generate between 20 
kW and 100 kW, with electricity produced re-
layed to the base stations to which they are at-
tached on the ground. 
 
Did CBeebies presenter use the C-word? 
 
Programme makers for kids channel CBeebies 
have denied claims a presenter 'uttered the C-
word during a playful song about kites'.   The 
alleged profanity occurred during the TV pro-
gramme Show Me Show Me at around 10.30am 
on Wednesday. 
 
A concerned mother was unsettled by the words 
apparently used by 46-year-old TV presenter 
Chris Jarvis.  
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Responding to the backlash, the official CBee-
bies Facebook page said: 'It's kite everyone, 
kite! We make shows for your little ones so it's 
always going to be kite.' 

There are quite a few comments on both sides 
of the discussion.  See for yourself at http://
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3778925/
CBeebies-bosses-deny-claims-presenter-uttered
-C-word-playful-song-kites-think-s-saying.html. 
 
Kite String Deaths 
 
The BBC (and others) reported Three die as kite 
string slits their throats. 
 
Three people, including two children, have died 
after their throats were slit by glass-coated 
strings used for flying kites on India's Inde-
pendence Day.  Saanchi Goyal, 3, and Harry, 4, 
were looking out through the sunroof of their 
cars in different parts of Delhi when sharp 
strings slit their throats.  Zafar Khan, 22, died 
in the same manner when he was riding his mo-
torbike. 
 
Glass-coated strings are used to bring down 
competitors' kites, but they also end up injuring 
and killing people. Many Indians fly kites to cel-
ebrate festivals and important occasions like the 
Independence Day, which is celebrated on 15 
August.  But every year, there are reports of 
people dying or getting wounded from the kite 
strings - locally known as manja - treated with 
powdered glass or metal to sharpen them. 
 
Similar strings killed a five-year-old boy in 2015 
in the northern town of Moradabad, and a five-
year-old girl died in Jaipur in 2014.  These 
strings also kill and maim hundreds of birds an-
nually - at least 500 birds have been admitted 
to the Charity Birds Hospital in Delhi in the past 
three days alone, Indian media reports say. The 
hospital says it treats up to 8,000 birds every 
year. 
 
On Monday, a policeman in Delhi was also in-
jured from a sharpened string.  The Delhi gov-
ernment has now banned the use of sharpened 
manja to fly kites and promised to run cam-
paigns to educate people about the dangers of 
using such strings.  Authorities said the sale, 
production and storage of nylon, plastic or any 
other glass or metal-coated manja would be 
prohibited in the capital city and those who vio-
lated the ban would have to pay a penalty of 
100,000 rupees ($1,495; £1,148) and could be 
jailed for up to five years. 
 
Other Auction News 
 
AUTUMN IN GERMANY; original European travel 
poster.  Artist: Eckart, original Germany vintage 
lithograph. An original, German travel poster.  

 

This vintage European travel poster: Autumn 
(herbst) in German features 2 kites flying above 
the hill and mountains. The background is a 
nice rich blue and the country side images are 
very colourful. This version of the poster was 
created for the American tourist agencies and is 
printed in English which makes it much more 
desirable. This poster is archival linen backed 
and ready to frame. In very good to excellent 
condition.  
 
Priced up at $699.99 plus shipping. 
 
Sky-high idea: Meet the woman who up-
cycles old surf kites into popping beach ac-
cessories 
 
Once they were the bright calling card of a 
sporty breed of wave warriors – a flashy means 
to catching a breeze to speed across the surface 
of the Arabian Gulf. Now, piles of discarded surf 
kites are being spared a fate as landfill, finding 
an unlikely new purpose as fashion items in the 
UAE. 

Expat Marta Corte Real devised a way to 
breathe new life into the brightly coloured, un-
wanted fabric to create a range of carry sacks, 
beach bags and wallets, all while doing her bit 
for the environment at the same time. 
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"It’s amazing," says the 33-year-old Portu-
guese. "The other day we got a big kite in per-
fect condition like no one had ever used it." 

It was seeing that there was no other purpose 
for these used kites, as well as looking for a 
way to vent her creativity during the early days 
of motherhood, that prompted Corte Real to 
start Kite For Fashion. 

Now she sells hundreds of items a year, provid-
ing her with extra income to send her daughter 
Olivia to nursery and giving preloved kite sails, 
otherwise deemed rubbish, a new purpose. 

The tenacity of the nylon-based material lends 
itself perfectly to being used for carrying items -
securely and on further inquiry of kite surfers, it 
seemed there was an abundance of old kites. 

"It’s easy to get people to donate them because 
what will you do with the old kite if you are not 
using it? I had one friend who had eight kites 
for me when I got here." 

Having made and sold around 200 units since 
she began Kite For Fashion, Corte Real admits 
her goals may be evolving too. "Initially it was 
something to do. Now I would like it to become 
a small business; to pick up a little more be-
cause it would mean less kites go to landfill and 
more would be recycled." 

Browse the Kite for Fashion range at 
www.kiteforfashion.com. 
 
High as a Kite! 
Bali Prison and Narcotics Enforcement Personnel 
Say Drugs Being Smuggled into Kerobokan Pris-
on via High-Flying Kites. 
 
Radar Bali reports that the “means of delivery” 

employed by those in the narcotics trade to 
move and transport their illegal contraband are 
becoming increasingly creative. 
 
Despite the best efforts of prison officials to re-
move and eliminate the narcotics trade at Bali’s 
infamous Kerobokan Prison, a very active trade 
in drugs continues to flourish within the peni-
tentiary’s walls. 
 
The latest modus operandi for smuggling drugs 
into the prison is through the employment of 
the ubiquitous kites that populate every corner 
of the sky in Bali, especially during the current 
windy mid-year period. 
 
Resorting to the use of kites to move narcotics 
was presumably made necessary when prison 
officials and members of the National Anti-
Narcotics Agency (BNNP) put to an end the 
practice of people throwing bottles filled with 
narcotics over the prison’s wall. 
 
Undeterred, kite flyers are reportedly position-
ing high-flying kites over the interior area of the 
prison and allowing packets of drugs to fall from 
the sky into the prison grounds.  As a result, 
BNNP-Bali, Police and Prison officials are collect-
ing data from anyone flying kites anywhere 
near the Kerobokan prison. 
 
From Ad Week 
British cereal brand Alpen sends up sunny start-
your-day-right clichés in two fun 30-second ads 
by BBH London—because a good breakfast ce-
real can't guarantee you'll have a good day ... 
but at least you'll enjoy the meal. A kind of be-
fore the filming idea. 
 
The first spot, "Cricket," features a man winding 
up for a big cricket game.  The second spot, 
"Kite," features a mother smiling as she climbs 
out of a downy bed on a beautiful morning. The 
birds are singing, and "Daydream Believer" re-
prises in the background. She ties her hair, 
then joins her young daughter and husband at 
the table for a bowl of granola.  
 
After breakfast, the family heads out for a trip 
to the park. "Can mommy fly the kite?" she 
asks as they leave the house. That turns out to 
be a particularly apt question—the camera cuts 
to YouTube footage of her less-than-entirely-
successful efforts. 
 
Unfortunately, the kite being taken from the 
house is a delta and the following shot—which 
is taken from YouTube—is a power kite in very 
string wind. 
 
A fail on behalf of BBH the ad agency! 
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Kite Flying Demonstration in 1900 
A kite flying event was an unofficial sport at 
1900 Olympic Games in Paris. The often report-
ed strong gust of wind that blew most of the 
competitors' kites in to a tree is probably just 
myth. The 1900 Olympic Games Official Report 
(in French library.la84.org/6oic/
officialReports/1900/1900.pdf) gives many de-
tails of the competition. 
 
The report from the games mentions two differ-
ent competitions, one for altitude and another 
based on other factors. The competition for alti-
tude was held over a one hour period, the win-
ner was the kite with the highest altitude (as 
verified by instruments recorders attached to 
the kite). The other competition category re-
quired the kite to remain in the air for two 
hours with 200 meters of cable. The ranking 
was done by measuring the angle of the line 
from the kite to the point attachment with the 
horizontal, the bearing surface, the cable ten-
sion dynamometer, and appreciating the stabil-
ity of the kite. 
 
Originally just two categories in the kite compe-
tition was planned, however due to the large 
number of competitors who came with a large 
range of kites, the Organizing Committee decid-
ed to split the competition into three categories 
- small, medium and large kites. The small kites 
were mostly toys flown by children, and the 
prizes were reduced accordingly to a single 
bronze medal and to small rewards of 20, 10 
and 5 francs. 
 
The competition for the small kites was held on 
the 19th August 1900. Due to lack of adequate 
winds, the events for larger kites were post-
poned. The medium kite competition was held 
on September 27, and the large kite competi-
tion was on the 30th September. 
 
Results.  Small Kites: Flecheux (France): Made-
moiselle de la Dunard (France): Heurteau 
(France): Mention honorable : M. Bonfils 
Medium Kites: Rouillard (France): Stoenesco 
(France): Mademoiselle de la Dunard (France) 
Large Kites: Lecornu (France): Louis Baillod 
(France) 
 
Drone Surfing: No Wind Needed 
 
Is this the future? A toe rope, board, and one 
heck of a beefed-up drone make for an intri-
guing new sport.  The Freefly Alta 8 is an indus-
trial work (and play) octocopter with enough 
muscle to tow a rider across a lake. 
 
The 13-pound drone was designed for profes-
sional cinematography, but kite boarders might 
find it a substitute for a stiff breeze. If you’re 
thinking of taking up the new sport, start saving 
now, The Alta 8 will set you back over $17,000. 

Invisible Dragon 
Well that is the Italian name for this Disney 
film.  Pete’s Dragon is the English one. 
 
Not interesting in itself but—if you have not al-
ready guessed—the link to kites is the spectac-
ular new Dragon kite from Rolf Zimmermann. 
 
Kite Imagination by Ivan Gunawan 
For designer Ivan Gunawan’s latest collection, 
Layang-Layang (Kite), the dresses and the 
shirts are blue skies in which kites dance vigor-
ously.  For the centerpiece of a black dress, 
Ivan created a patchwork of the cloudy Mega 
Mendung batik pattern in the shape of a kite 
with a long tail.  
 
The Layang-Layang collection embodies the 
spirit of Ivan’s Jajaka ready-to-wear line that 
aims to introduce batik in a more youthful and 
casual way.  
 
“The culture of kite flying has slowly begun to 
fade away. I rarely see children flying kites 
these days,” Ivan said.  
 
Ivan revives the cheerful memories of kite fly-
ing with his playful design and choice of motifs. 
The collection includes dresses, shirts, palazzo 
pants, loose blouses and 7/8 jumpsuit, mostly 
embellished with batik patchwork, stripes and 
zig-zag patterns. Ivan uses cotton garments, 
lace and creased stretch tulle for the collec-
tion.    

 
While showing 
his cheerful 
side, Ivan also 
shares a phi-
losophy of kite 
through the 
collection. The 
flying kite 
symbolizes an 
existence be-
tween two 
worlds, Langit 
(The Sky) and 
Bumi (The 
Earth).  
 
 
 

Kite Topics 
We came across this website recently and there 
are a number of interesting things on there for 
those who want to look around. 
 
The site is designed to have a number of talking 
points for comments and  discussions. 
 
broom01.revolvy.com/main/index.php?s=Kite%
20Man&uid=1575 
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From Flight Magazine—July 17, 1909. 

KITE-FLYING —which only last week formed the 
subject of a special article in connection with the 
Kite-Flying Association's competition—deals with 
an extremely interesting phase of aeronautics, 
and one that can be of great service in connec-
tion with certain lines of development in the 
matter of mechanical flight. From what has been 
achieved, it is already plain that vast improve-
ment in the qualities of kites has been made of 
late years, and in no feature is their present ex-
cellence more marked than in the matter of au-
tomatic stability, which is one of the minor les-
sons they are especially able, and suited, to 
bring home to everybody.  

The relative degree of automatic stability which 
has been achieved in man-lifting kites such as 
those of Cody, is very great indeed; and when it 
is realised what such devices can do, even the 
least initiated should be able to appreciate a lit-
tle of what the full conquest of the air may 
mean by judging of the utility of that which has 
already been accomplished, even in this small 
field.   

The size up to which some of these kites are 
now built, even those which are not intended for 
lifting men, must strike anyone who has not fol-
lowed the subject hitherto, as being extraordi-
nary, and as furnishing at once proof of the fact 
that kite-flying is not a pastime confined to 
boys, for some of them are quite large enough 
to have carried off Sinbad. 

It is to the very young idea, however, that we 
imagine the pastime of kite-flying must in the 
main  appeal, and this is the more important, 
inasmuch as the encouragement of intelligent 
interest in aviation at this earliest age may well 
bring to the ranks in flight in later years the pick 
of the world's genius.  

That the hobby is not without its attractions to 
those of mature, and not to say advanced years, 
may be gathered from the fact that the Baden-
Powell Shield was won by Mr. W. Barton, of 
Thornton Heath, who is over seventy years of 
age, and who—with a vigour, strength, and agil-
ity that any athlete might envy—flew a box and 
wing kite, seven feet in length on the occasion 
of the Kite-Flying Association's recent meeting. 
Having spent over twenty years of his life in In-
dia, he attributes his hale old age in many ways 
to kite-flying, a sport which he holds to be supe-
rior even to golf.  

He sallies forth on kite-flying expeditions every 
morning, never giving in until he has ''flown 
something" while his evenings are for the most 
part devoted to designing new kites which he 
makes himself.  

This is the more interesting in that kite-flying 
itself is a relatively inexpensive hobby that 
keeps people in the open, so that practically all 
that is necessary for carrying out experiments in 
the matter is leisure. There are thousands who 
have that, and kite-flying is a hobby that does 
not require one's entire time. On the contrary, 
wherever there is suitable space and five 
minutes to spare, one can try to fly a kite.  

We have all known from our earliest days that, 
whereas in this country we have been wont to 
look on a kite as a child's toy, in the Orient kite-
flying has been reduced to very much of a sci-
ence.  

While we have marked that one of the first les-
sons a kite teaches the observant manipulator of 
the string is the importance of the factor of au-
tomatic stability in aerial  navigation, we would 
particularly give a serious warning against mak-
ing the erroneous but too common deduction 
that using a glider or a flyer as a kite is a good 
way of learning to control it.  

Flying a glider as a kite is a  scientific means of 
testing its efficiency, but riding a glider while it 
is towed behind a motor car is a foolish and 
dangerous proceeding; and another instance of 
its consequences is before our readers this week 
in our account of the Morris Park Meeting in 
America.  

Control and automatic stability are two entirely 
different factors, both equally important.  

What one may style stability is a matter of the 
most imminent concern in regard to the problem 
of navigating the air. The matter presents itself 
in two aspects. The first relates to its purpose, 
which is that of providing a mechanical substi-
tute for the human brain. The second touches 
on its necessity, which is a matter of opinion in  
certain cases, as instance sundry flying ma-
chines, among which may be named the Wright 
variety, in connection with which it is maintained 
that automatic stability is not needful to any 
greater extent than it obtains in the case of a 
bicycle.  

On the other hand, there are such instruments 
as man-lifting and meteorological kites, wherein 
automatic stability passes from the realm of 
opinion into the region of fact. The leading fea-
ture in the competition promoted by the Kite-
Flying Association of Great Britain has been the 
demonstration of automatic stability during an 
hour's ride in the wind. 

It is essential to the progress of all branches of 
flight, that automatic stability should be studied 
to the greatest possible extent. We need to 
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know everything that can be learnt about it. 
Even if, in certain instances, the necessity does 
not exist at the moment to employ automatic 
stability, nevertheless it is obvious that in the 
years to come it will be desirable to apply the 
principles of it in a variety of ways that are not 
yet necessary.  

Therefore it behoves us to make parallel pro-
gress with this particular branch of the science 
that it may keep pace with developments in oth-
er directions.  

It is from this point of view that it is so signifi-
cant that Messrs. Wright should have deemed it 
worth while to cover a system of automatic sta-
bility for their flyers.  

It is the experts and the enthusiasts who devise 
the original ways and means, but when it comes 
to commerce, which is the stage that has to be 
reached when mankind makes use of an inven-
tion, it is essential that as little as possible 
should be left to human skill and judgment and 
as much as possible to the self-working of the 
laws of Nature.  

It is not necessary to have every part of a ma-

chine absolutely automatic, of course. Indeed, if 
fifty years ago anybody had pre-tended that 
hundreds of thousands of people would ride bi-
cycles he would have been laughed at because 
he would have been told exactly what the critics 
argue against Messrs. Wright today, that riding 
a bicycle is an acrobat's business.  

As a fact, there is not a movement which one 
has to make when handling a Wright machine 
that is any swifter or in any sense more acrobat-
ic than is employed in the case of a bicycle. 
Nevertheless, if it were possible to make a bicy-
cle automatically stable, without in any way 
making it more complicated or increasing its 
weight and bulk, there is no gainsaying that it 
would be a decided improvement.  

So it is in the matter of those flying machines 
today which do not aim at automatic stability. 
But in any case, since  experiments in this direc-
tion can be made without undue cost, and since 
it is open to practically every class of the com-
munity to strive towards solving the problem 
more completely than has been done hitherto, it 
is eminently desirable that all encouragement 
should be afforded to kite-flyers and others, to 
the end of inducing them to understand this as-
pect of the problem of flight. 
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Mik made the transition into kiteflying from his 
love of flying model aircraft and he subsequent-
ly joined the Brighton Kite Flyers in the mid 
1980s. Greg Locke was running the Club at the 
time and, when he decided to step down, a 
meeting was called at his house, which Mik, Ray 
Oakhill, myself, Peter Jones and Danny Steer 
attended (apologies if I’ve missed anyone out).  
 
This was the first time that I met Mik and we 
eventually spent 15 years together from a much 
later date. Several members of the group, in-
cluding Mik, made a financial donation to keep 
the Club afloat and took on committee posi-
tions, including myself, to keep it running.  
 
Greg’s damp basement revealed a mountain of 
Club kites in various states of disrepair and 
those which could be rescued were taken away. 
 
Being an active Club member, Mik attended all 
of the early BKF fly-ins, where he regularly flew 
with Ray, Peter Jones and Danny Steer, particu-
larly at Hollingbury Golf Course and later with 
myself, Estelle Barton, Paul Thody and others.  
 
He also supported the early Brighton Kite Festi-
vals at Waterhall Playing Fields and played a 
key part in helping to set them up each year, as 
well as producing posters to advertise the 
event, which he continued to do for many years 
when the festival moved to Stanmer Park. We 
were both active members of the BKF Festival 

Committee and were joint festival arena man-
agers, enjoying many festivals. 
 
During the late 80s and early 90s, Mik regularly 
made the trip to The Kite Store in Covent Gar-
den, London (sadly now closed), to purchase 
kites, accessories, materials and to chat with 
like-minded fliers and enthusiasts. He owned 
many kites purchased from there, some of 
which I still have. His collection included early 
dual line kites imported from America, and he 
was especially fond of Top of the Line Kites, 
owning an early Hawaiian team kite, a ¾ Ha-
waiian and a North Shore Radical, amongst oth-
ers. He also flew quad line Revolution kites, In-
dian fighter kites and any type of single line 
kite. 
 
Being an engineer and a computer programmer, 
Mik designed and built his own single and dual 
line kites from the outset. He built us a pair of 
Nova dual line kites, amongst numerous others, 
including ¾ sports kites and stacks and we reg-
ularly flew pairs routines on Hove lawns. We 
also spent many hours flying on Brighton beach 
at low tide (living in a fourth floor flat opposite 
the beach at the time was handy!) and, when 
the wind was onshore, delighted in ground 
passes; dipping wing tips into the sea. This re-
sulted in inevitable crashes and our bathroom 
was regularly filled with kites drying off from 
being showered to remove the destructive sea 
water! 
 
Mik was the master of the sewing machine and 
his applique technique was second to none. 
With his generous knowledge and under his 
watchful eye, I built and sewed my first dual 
line kite. He designed his own version of the 
Japanese Rokkaku kite (published in Aerodyne 
and The Kiteflier) and subsequently undertook 
many commissions for various appliqued single 
1m and team 2m Rok designs.  
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Mik designed our first ‘Top Marx’ team ‘Groucho’ 
Rokkaku, which we built together and I hand 
painted the team t-shirts. We competed at 
many festivals throughout the UK, as well as in 
the solo events. ‘Groucho’ mark 2 was unfortu-
nately cut during his maiden fight at the Wey-
mouth Kite Festival and drifted upwards and out 
to sea, never to be seen again! Undeterred, Mik 
designed our third ‘Dennis the Menace’ team 
Rok and we became ‘The Menaces’. 
 
We were runners up in the Kite Society of Great 
Britain’s Team Rokkaku UK Challenge event one 
year, the final round taking place at the Ports-
mouth Kite Festival. We could’ve won, if we 
hadn’t taken a team decision to vacate the high 
wind flying site (where the competition had 
been cancelled) in favour of going the pub. Un-
beknown to us, the judges reversed their deci-
sion in our absence and the final round went 
ahead… we only needed the single point award-
ed for turning up to have won! Mik was also a 
competitive solo Rokkaku 1 metre fighter and 
won trophies for his accomplished fighting 
skills. 
 
Mik had a passion for anything computer relat-
ed and used his graphic skills to redesign the 
BKF logo (still current), which was applied to 
letterheads, t-shirts, a series of pins, badges, 

membership 
cards and even-
tually the Club’s 
first banner, 
which was 7m 
tall and built in 
our bedsit flat 
(no mean feat, 
considering the 
size!).  
 
He also built the 
original Brighton 
Kite Flyers and 
Air Born Kites 
(Brighton) web-
sites from 
scratch in HTML 
coding, as well 
as providing all 
of the technical 
kite drawings 
for the Air Born 
Kites catalogue. 
He produced 
numerous kite 
magazine ad-
verts, for Jim 
Rowlands, 
amongst others. 
 
Mik was an ex-
traordinarily 

generous person and would share his 
knowledge on any subject with anyone who 
showed an interest. Bazzer Poulter, and many 
others, were great friends and spent many 
hours in our various Brighton flats, over copious 
cups of tea, soaking up Mik’s thoughts on kite 
designs and sewing techniques. 
 
Those of you who have been Kite Society mem-
bers for some time might remember when the 
BKF newsletter ‘Aerodyne’ was included (edited 
by myself for ten years), to which Mik was a 
regular contributor. He provided many kite 
plans, festival write-ups, articles and the car-
toon strip featuring the character ‘Bozo’, which 
was based on his soft furry gorilla, who was 
part of our BMISS bear bunging menagerie.  
 
Being a talented mathematician, Mik could work 
out the formula for how big a bear’s parachute 
and gore sizes should be in relation to its 
weight and we built many successful chutes and 
packs based on his knowledge. With the BKF, 
we attended many school fetes and local Bright-
on and Hove events to drop bears by parachute 
from kites for charity, for which Mik designed a 
certificate for the children who bravely (or fool-
ishly, in some cases!) volunteered their various 
cuddly fauna into our hands. There were nu-
merous occasions where said cuddly things end-
ed up stuck up a tree, but it was a mission to 
rescue them and we never failed, however long 
it took! 
 
Mik’s generous nature also saw him involved in 
many kite workshops over the years and we 
also attended events, together with other BKF 
members, to teach youngsters to fly dual line 
kites… resulting in many hours spent repairing 
our kites afterwards! 
 
Mik attended the Brighton Kite Festival long af-
ter he was no longer involved with the BKF, up 
until last year. 
 
Another sad space in the sky. 
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Launch sequence begins for a Shirone O-dako 
with instructions by whistle.  

Shirone....that sinking feeling. It did not get to 
grapple so no tug of war.  

Sanjo is all about Rokkakus, madness and may-
hem!  

Bristol bees take on a Sanjo Rokkaku....sort of. These 
bees have found a good home with the bee-swallows.  

Shirone—grappling in the sky. 

Just a rokkaku battle in Sanjo.....I am not sure that I 
understand the rules for the Sanjo battles. The kites 

are not cut down, rather they tip them and wrap 
them. One bridle line seems to have a lot of loose 

line....is this for the tipping action? And then there are 
the line snaggers.  



A big thanks to everyone that turned up and 
took part in the mass Trilobite attempt at Ports-
mouth this weekend and thank’s to the Kite So-
ciety for giving a slot in the timetable both 
days. 
 
Saturday was the most successful in terms of 
numbers with twenty one being captured on 
camera by David Poole. 

Note that the pilots of these kites were all stood 
in the same arena that measured 100 metres x 
80 metres (except for one in the adjacent are-
na). 
 
Don’t be put off, as was I, by number 16 hiding 
behind number 17 - you can see its eye and 
tentacles. 

My own photo doesn’t show all the kites but 
gives an idea of what it was like to be there 
watching - or better still taking part. 
 
We believe this to be a new record - it’s there 
as a challenge for all comers - kites strung out 
along a long beach won’t count 
 
RECORD SMASHED! The record for most Trilo-
bite kites in the air at one time was just 
brought back to Ocean City. The record of 21 
Trilobites was held by Portsmouth, England. To-

day September 23rd, 2016 we flew 30 Trilobites 
crushing the old record. Once again Ocean City 
regains its' official title of Kite Capital of the 
World.  

We could only see 28 in the picture (allowing for 
the possible tails of one at the top) - not sure 
where the other three are hiding! 
 
Just to remind you: Trilobite, a member of a 
group of extinct fossil arthropods easily recog-
nised by their distinctive three-lobed, three-
segmented form. Trilobites, exclusively marine 
animals, first appeared at the beginning of the 
Cambrian Period, about 542 million years ago, 
when they dominated the seas. Although they 
became less abundant in succeeding geologic 
periods, a few forms persisted into the Permian 
Period, which ended about 251 million years 
ago. 
 
Trilobites had many lifestyles; some moved 
over the sea bed as predators, scavengers, or 
filter feeders, and some swam, feeding on 
plankton. 
 
The kite is designed by Ma Qing Hua although 
what possessed him to look at a fossil and think 
“That would make a good kite!” - we are yet to 
learn. 
 
The prominent, three cell design is very efficient 
and variations are beginning to appear in many 
other kites. 
 
In 2015 a flyer from New Zealand, ex-pat, Jim 
Nichols, and his friend Carl Gillard flew their 
combined collection and produced a video to 
claim a world record of nine Trilobites all flown 
at the same time.  This was shortly followed by 
a claim from some American flyers that they 
had managed to fly ten of the kites although no 
video evidence was forthcoming - nor photos 
showing all ten airborne. 
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Reproduced with permission from Discourse—
publication of the Drachen Foundation 
 
KITES OF HOPE: A SOARING TALE OF HOPE 
Azmeena Rahmatullah 
 
In Pakistan, the coming of spring is often 
marked by an army of kites that take over the 
clear blue skies. Traditionally referred to as 
Basant, this cultural festival is celebrated in the 
walled city of Lahore, where colourful kites take 
flight in the skies and kite flying gathers a fren-
zied momentum. Families, dressed in bright col-
ours, gather on the rooftops to witness the kites 
dive and rise in a series of swoops and swirls. 
 
Though traditionally associated with Lahore, 
Basant has caught the imagination of the entire 
country. The festive spirit during this time of 
the year is infectious as kite fliers partake in 
kite battles throughout the country. The hyp-
notic beat of the local dhols (percussion instru-
ments) are heard as gangs of little boys yell “Bo
-kata” after cutting other people’s strings before 
chasing the fallen kites and claiming them as 
their reward. 
 
We decided to use this popular kite flying activi-
ty to raise awareness about the cause of miss-
ing children by turning the kite, a cultural tool, 
into a social vehicle to reach people in the high 
impact areas of Karachi. With a population ex-
ceeding 22 million, Karachi is a densely popu-
lated metropolis of Pakistan. In a city that is 
home to different ethnicities, faiths, and social 
classes, around 3,000 children go missing each 
year. Many of these children are kidnapped for 
begging on the roads, forced into slave labour 
or prostitution, or are trafficked. However, oth-
ers are simply lost and unable to find their way 
back home. 
 
Research indicates that the 24 hours after a 
child goes missing are most crucial. With each 
hour after that, the hope of finding a missing 
child diminishes. Unfortunately, at the moment 
the knowledge and information pertaining to 
missing children is restricted to the affected 
parties only. Given the alarming statistics, the 
need was to do something to raise urgency, 
spread awareness, and ultimately help reunite 
missing children with their parents. 
 
Spectrum Y&R and Y&R Singapore collaborated 
with Roshni Helpline, an NGO working for the 
recovery of missing children in Karachi, to exe-
cute a kite flying initiative, “Kites of Hope,” on 
March 27, 2016. Kites with photographs and 
information of missing children, along with 
Roshni Helpline’s number, were designed by the 
Y&R office in Singapore and printed in Karachi. 
These unique kites became a coveted item, giv-
ing longevity to the information that needed to 
be spread as wide as possible. 

A pre-event digital campaign was also conduct-
ed on social media to invite people to the kite 
flying event , while an announcement van, with 
“Kites of Hope” branding, informed people 
about the upcoming kite flying event. Spectrum 
Y&R also designed merchandise for the volun-
teers, and the team wore these t-shirts and 
caps while managing the ongoing event. 
 
Certain areas in Karachi have emerged as the 
most vulnerable areas from where a high num-
ber of children go missing. These include Lan-
dhi, Korangi, Baldia Town, Orangi, Lyari and 
Gulshan-e-Iqbal, to name a few. Most of these 
areas are underdeveloped and poverty-stricken 
localities. 
 
“Kites of Hope” was organized in one such local-
ity, Mehmoodabad, where a high number of 
children go missing. 
 
Yusaf, age 5. Samia, age 7. Rafia, age only 3. 
These were among the children whose names 
and photos soared high on the “Kites of Hope” 
in an effort to reunite them with their families. 
Red, blue, and green kites bearing photos of 
missing children and the date of their disap-
pearance were given out to both children and 
adults who had gathered at the park to cele-
brate the spring festival of Basant. The sky was 
filled with our message which was able to travel 
with the wind. As soon as one kite downed an-
other and fell, crowds roared with delight and 
chased the fallen kite to claim it.  
 
As an innovative way to locate missing children, 
the fallen kites helped disseminate information 
pertaining to missing children in a manner that 
reached the grassroots level and flowed freely. 
One after the other, the kites took flight at the 
event and each kite flier tried to take his kite 
higher than the others. People at the event 
were also given information on preventive steps 
and on urgent action that needs to be taken if a 
child goes missing. 
 
The kite flying activity at the event not only 
proved to be engaging for the attendees but  
also helped in increasing awareness about the 
issue of missing children. Another equally im-
portant objective was to make people aware of 
Roshni Helpline’s number, so that if any child 
goes missing in the future, parents and rela-
tives know that they should immediately con-
tact the Helpline. A prompt notification helps 
the NGO track the missing child, and the likeli-
hood of finding the child also increases. 
 
“I believe such creative ideas will create aware-
ness,” said Mohammad Ali, president of Roshni 
Helpline. He spoke about the apathetic attitude 
of local police who do not take swift action 
when a complaint of a child’s disappearance is 
brought to them.  
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However, since the “Kites of Hope” event, two 
police stations in the Mehmoodabad area have 
offered to help Roshni Helpline by inviting them 
to display posters of missing children inside the 
police stations.  
 
“Kites of Hope” brought with it a ray of opti-
mism for the families of missing children when 
a 12-year-old child, Shahmir, was found a week 
after the event. Relatives of the missing child 
were present at the event where they came to 
know about Roshni Helpline, after which they 
approached the NGO and provided details of 
their missing child. Roshni was then able to 
trace the child who was successfully recovered 
from an edhi home (a foster home), after he 
was reported missing from the central vegeta-
ble market in the Shah Faisal Colony vicinity on 
March 9, 2016.  
 
The success of the “Kites of Hope” event paved 
the way for more recoveries when a second mi 
ssing child, 5- ye a r-ol d Muzammil, was traced 
and recovered by Roshni Helpline shortly after 
the first. 
 
Muzammil had been missing for 10 months and 
13 days, after he was kidnapped from the Kara-
chi Zoo on July 20, 2015. This recovery was 
made possible by the timely action of his par-
ents who found out about and contacted Roshni 
Helpline. The NGO was then able to immediate-
ly activate their volunteer network and advise 
the parents to lodge a report at the Garden Po-
lice Station. 
 
The team’s tireless efforts paid off on June 1, 
2016, when Roshni received an anonymous  
phone call informing them that the child was 
seen inside a house in Nazimabad No. 2. Upon 
confirmation, the police were informed, who 
raided the house and recovered Muzammil. 
Some people were also arrested in the process. 
 
This string of successful recoveries was made 
possible by the awareness that the “Kites of 
Hope” event was able to spread. These two suc-
cessful recoveries were followed by yet another 
recovery of an 8- year-old child, Iftikhar, who 
went missing 10 months ago. He was traced at 
an edhi home and subsequently reunited with 
his family. Following each recovery, press con-
ferences were also hosted by Spectrum Y&R at 
their Karachi office to increase awareness re-
garding the issue and recovery of missing chil-
dren among the public.  
 
This unique kite flying initiative not only helped 
build awareness by giving missing children’s 
faces and names greater reach through the sky, 
but the subsequent recovery of three of these 
missing children has alerted parents to be vigi-
lant and ensure that urgent action is taken if a 
child goes missing. High participation from the 

general public and citywide awareness of Roshni 
Helpline has resulted in more reporting and in-
quiries of missing children.  
 
Reuniting the families with their children was 
indeed the most worthwhile impact and out-
come of this kite flying initiative. From electron-
ic media including TV and radio channels, to 
print media and newspapers, the event was giv-
en extensive coverage. The innovative way in 
which this issue was addressed, the relevance 
of the initiative, and the urgency of the matter 
collectively gave way to a positive, long-term 
impact.  
 
The success of the “Kites of Hope” event also 
brings to light how a cultural icon of spring, the 
kite, succeeded in bringing people together to 
raise awareness about a social cause. 
 
“Kites of Hope” is the first of many similar kite 
flying events that we will be organizing to reu-
nite missing children with their families. You too 
can join us at www.kitesofhope.org to help us 
reach out to as many people as we possibly 
can.  
 
Together, let’s give wings to hope. 
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Since I published the plan for the double ring 
kite in July 2014 I have made some adjust-
ments to the kite which have much improved its 
performance. Please see the diagram to the left 
setting out the revised measurements and pic-
ture below. 
 
The construction method is as set out in the Ju-
ly 2014 edition of the Kite flyer magazine. 

Double Ring Kite Revisited—Mark Harding 
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  2017   
  April   
1-9 31st Berck International Kite Festival, Berck 

sur Mer, France 
www.cerf-volant-berck.com/ 

21 - 1st May Cervia International Kite Festival, Cervia, Italy www.festivalinternazionaleaquil
one.com/web/ 

29 - 1st May Broad Haven Returns billy.souten@btinternet.com 
  July   

1-2 3rd Bognor Regis Kite Festival, West Park, Sil-
verston Avenue, Bognor Regis, West Sussex 
PO21 2RB 

www.brkf.org 

8-9 Barmouth Kite Festival, on the beach opposite 
the Lifeboat Station, Barmouth, Mid Wales 

mrkiteflyer@googlemail.com 

15-16 Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival, The Na-
tional Trust, Berrington Hall, Leominster, Here-
fordshire HR6 0DW 

www.kitefestival.org.uk 

  August   
12-13 Teston 30th Anniversary Weekend, Teston 

Bridge Country Park, Teston Lane, nr Maid-
stone, Kent ME18 5BX 

Malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.com 

  September   
2-3 6th St. Annes International Kite festival, on the 

beach, Lytham st Annes, near Blackpool, Lan-
cashire 

www.stanneskitefestival.co.uk 

Events List 
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